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Every year, we debut the very latest in induction, buffet, and 

functional furniture technology. See our full collection of new 

products in this National Restaurant Show New Products Guide.

INNOVATION LEADERS
YOUR TRUSTED INDUCTION PARTNER

 A global leader in food service equipment, we provide premium products & 

 innovative solutions for induction cooking, buffetware, and custom banquet

 furniture. The first to introduce countertop and hidden induction to the U.S.,

Spring USA is trusted by industry professionals worldwide

Visit us for more information:

Spring USA  www.springusa.com

Astra Manufacturing www.astramfr.com



The latest additions to Spring 
USA’s line of professional induction 
ranges known for their durability 
and performance with less than 
1% failure rate and backed by an 
overnight exchange warranty.

SKU# SM-360R

SKU# SM-300LP, SM-1800LP, SM-1800LP-D

This new line of slimline induction 

ranges beautifully blends form and 

function with sleek, low-profile housing 

less than 2.4” high,...

LOPRO SLIM-
LINE INDUCTION

all-black housing, and integrated LED 

touch controls, the LoPRO stealthily 

rests beneath induction-ready vessels 

without overshadowing what’s 

important, the food. 

The perfect solution for any buffet, 

restaurant, breakfast bar, or catered 

event for precise warming and holding 

of served foods. Compact in size with 

just a 9.1” diameter, these ranges take 

up minimal countertop space for either 

drop-in, flush-mount, or countertop 

induction.

 

INDUCTION

INDUCTION DOT

Induction DOT shown with Wynwood stand and servers.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE
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https://springusa.com/induction-ranges/countertop-induction-ranges/sm-360r.html
www.springusa.com/lopro


Our newest product to join the heat 
lamp family, with advanced features 
in our slimmest, sleekest design.

REQUEST INFO

SKU# SM-360R

Completely adjustable for single or 

double vessel, front to back or side to 

side warming via the repositional lamp 

head.

MULTI-POSITIONAL 
HEAT LAMP

Move over traditional heat lamps, the 

iLume features a new modern design 

and long wave heat technology for 

better presentation and performance 

over traditional heat lamps - only 300 

watts, they are energy efficient & can 

easily daisy chain multiple units.

WARMING

iLUME

iLume shown daisy-chained in front-to-back warming, side-to-side warming, and 

folded format. 3
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With more than 30 years in the 
industry, we help create beautiful, 
custom furniture with industry-
leading induction and frost-top 
technology and proprietary 
Smartstone surfaces.

Take your food & beverage 

mobile with the F&B Mobile 

Cart to provide a truly unique 

F&B experience for your 

guests - a warm brownie bar, 

chili station, carving station - 

the possibilities are endless!

F&B Cart includes your 

choice of laminatem drop-in 

induction, ice well, condiment 

bar, storage cabinet, and 

pull-out leaves for additional 

display - all can be powered 

by one SpringVolt battery.

F&B MOBILE 
CART

FUNCTIONAL
FURNITURE

LEARN MORE
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https://springusa.com/functional-furniture


Offer the experience of specialty 
coffee with Astra commercial 
espresso equipment, handcrafted in 
the USA for exceptional espresso.

Astra’s espresso machines and 

steamers can be enhanced to provide 

a wonderful blend of nostalgia and 

appeal with standard color panels or 

even custom hues.

ESPRESSO IN 
COLOR

Astra espresso machine carts bring 

the experience of espresso wherever 

your business goes. With customizable 

materials and amenities, we can help 

bring your vision to life. 

Made in the USA, Astra espresso 

machine carts are the perfect way 

to operate and display your Astra 

machine,

LEARN MORE

ESPRESSO
EQUIPMENT

COFFEE CART

Chic Coffee Cart shown with a MEGA II espresso machine. 5

LEARN MORE

https://www.astramfr.com/espresso-machine-carts
www.astramfr.com/commercial-espresso-machines
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